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Abstract 
Kholodov, A.N., Formal coalgebras and applications, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 85 
(1993) 271-310. 
We develop a theory of formal coalgebras and apply this theory to some problems of umbra1 
calculus, orthogonal polynomials of several variables and many-valued formal groups. 
0. Introduction 
Let R be a commutative ring with unit and let R[[x]] and R[[x, y]] be rings of 
formal power series in n and 2n independent variables x = (xl, . . . , x,,) and 
Y=(YI,..‘, y,), respectively. A pair (R[[x]], 6) is called a formal coalgebra (of 
dimension n) if 
6 : R[[xll+ R[[xll GR Nxll = R[[x, ~11 .
is R-linear, coassociative and if evaluation at zero is a two-sided counit, i.e. 
(0.1) 
(0.2) 
for any q(x) E R[[x]]. A formal coalgebra (R[[x]], 8) is called homogeneous if 6 
sends homogeneous polynomials to homogeneous polynomials of the same de- 
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gree. Omitting condition (0.2), we obtain the definition of a generalized shift 
operator [ 1.51. 
Now we shall give some examples of formal coalgebras. For any formal group 
[lOI f,(x, Y), . . , f,,(x, Y), we put 
6x, =f,(x, y), i= 1,. . . ,n, 
and we demand that 6 is multiplicative, i.e. 8(+$x)$(x)) = ~v(x)~$(x). 
This construction suggests the next definition (see [ll, 131). A formal coalgebra 
(R[[x]], 8) is called an (n-dimensional) n-valued formal group if 6 can be 
represented in the form 
where 6; : R[[x]]-+ A is an R-algebra homomorphism to an R-algebra A contain- 
ing R[[x, y]] as a subalgebra. 
Another example arises in umbra1 calculus. Let Z: be the semigroup of vectors 
with non-negative integer coordinates and let 0 # c, E R be given for any w E Z:. 
If R is a field of zero characteristic then the formula 
determines a homogeneous formal coalgebra. 
We see that the notion of a formal coalgebra includes a large collection of 
important examples. Thus the theory of formal coalgebras deserves consideration. 
The main tool of this research is the ring of invariant operators of a formal 
coalgebra. Section 1 contains a systematic survey of results about this ring. In 
Section 2 we use these results to prove the main results of the multi-dimensional 
umbra1 calculus. In Section 3, using the machinery of the umbra1 calculus, we 
determine polynomial sequences s,(x), w E 22: with generating functions (Sheffer 
polynomials) 
g(t) exp(x, f  (4 + . . . + x,f,(t>> 
satisfying the recurrence relations 
x;s, (x) = c 4LSa (x> . (0.3) 
Iwl+l5jalCIuI+1 
Recall that orthogonal polynomials satisfy (0.3). For n = 1, (0.3) is equivalent to 
orthogonality and we obtain Meixner’s result. In Theorem 3.6, we use Meixner 
sequences to construct a two-dimensional class of orthogonal polynomials. 
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In the remaining sections, we give proofs of the results concerning two-valued 
multi-dimensional commutative formal groups announced in [13]. In Section 5 we 
determine all n-dimensional two-valued commutative homogeneous formal 
groups over fields of zero characteristic. In Section 6 we prove that any y1- 
dimensional two-valued commutative formal group over a field of zero charac- 
teristic is reduced to its homogeneous part under a change of variables. In Section 
7 we prove that any one-dimensional two-valued formal group over a field of zero 
characteristic is commutative. 
1. Invariant operators of formal coalgebras 
Let R be a commutative ring with unit. Let R[x,, . . . , x,,] = R[x] and 
R]]x,, . . . , x,]] = R[[x]] be th e rings of polynomials and of formal power series in 
n variables x = (x,, . . , x,), respectively. 
On the ring R[[x]] consider a coalgebra structure with associative comultipli- 
cation 
6 : R[[xll+ Wxll @R Wxll . 
Such coalgebras we shall call formal coalgebras and the operator 6 we shall call a 
generalized shift operator (cf. [15]) or simply shift. Since 
Nxllh Wxll = R[[x, ~11 
is an isomorphism, where y = ( y,, . . . , y,), we may write 
6 = Sl, : R[[x]]+ R[[x, y]] , 
and associativity reduces to SGSz = 8:s:. We assume that evaluation at zero is 
the counit, i.e. 
%G)ly=,l = 4x) > GfJ(x>Ix=,,  cp(Y> 3 4~) E Wxll 
A coalgebra is called commutative if the formal series 6zq(x) is symmetric for 
any 4x) E mx11. 
Let Z’: be the semigroup of n-vectors w = (w,, . . . , w,,) with non-negative 
integerentriesw,,Iwl=w,+...+w,.ForwEZ’:,weputx”=x~‘...x~.Inthe 
ring R[[x]] consider the canonical norm I] ]I defined by the formula 
]]cp(x)l] = 2-” if q(x) = c u,xw, a, E R , 
lwlrm 
and C,,,=, awxW # 0. We shall write q(x) = o(m) and q(x) = O(m) if ]]cp(x)]] < 
2-” and ]]cp(x)]] ~2~“‘, respectively. Thus R[[x]] is a topological space. 
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Definition 1.1. A coalgebra (R[[x]], S) . IS called continuous if 6 is continuous and 
is called strong-continuous if for any q(x) E R[[x]] we have [l~$(x)ll = Ilcp(x)ll. 
For the rest of this paper all coalgebras are continuous. 
Definition 1.2. A coalgebra (R[[x]], 6) . 1s called reduced if it is strong-continuous 
and 6~; = xi + y,, i = 1,. . , n. 
Definition 1.3. A coalgebra (R[[x]], S) IS called homogeneous if 6 sends homoge- 
neous polynomials to homogeneous polynomials of the same degree. 
It is obvious that a homogeneous coalgebra is reduced. 
Let (R[[xll, 6) b e a strong-continuous coalgebra. Then 
f3.x” =f,(x, Y> + o(M) > 
where f,(x, y) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree Iol. Put 6,x” = f, (x, y). 
It is clear that (R[[x]], 8,) is a coalgebra. If (R[[x]], 6) is commutative then 
(R[[x]], 6,) is also commutative. 
Definition 1.4. The coalgebra (R[[x]], 8,) . IS called the homogeneous part of 
@[[x11, 6). 
Definition 1.5. A continuous map T : R[[x]]+ R[[u]] is called a homomorphism 
of coalgebras (R[[x]], S,), (R[[u]], 6,), x = (x,, . . . , x,~), u = (u,, . . , uk) iff 
mx11~ Null 
I SI I 62 
R[[x, rll- T’T R[[u, u]] 
is commutative, i.e. (T 6 T)6, = &T. 
Let I/J,(X) E R[[x]], $,(O) = 0, i = 1, . . . , k. Define a R-multiplicative map 
(zr : Null+ RNxll 
by the formula (&(q))(x) =cp(~,(x>, . . . , h(x)). 
Definition 1.6. Two coalgebras (R[[x]], 6,) and (R[[u]], ~3~) of dimension n are 
called isomorphic over the ring R if there exist G,(x) E R[[x]], i = 1, . . . , n such 
that 
+r(‘) = C aijx, + 0C2) 3
,=I 
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det(a,,) is invertible in R and such that 4 is the homomorphism of coalgebras. The 
isomorphism (ir is called a strong isomorphism if (Y,, = S,l and is called a linear 
isomorphism if 
k(x) = i a,,x, . 
j=l 
Clearly, two strongly isomorphic strong-continuous coalgebras have the same 
homogeneous parts. In particular, two homogeneous coalgebras are strong- 
isomorphic if and only if they coincide. 
The ring of all R-linear continuous maps T : R[[x]]+ R[[x]] will be denoted by 
Hom#[blL R[[41). 
Definition 1.7. An operator d (2) in Homk(R[[x]], R[[x]]) is called left-invariant 
(right-invariant) with respect to 6 if for any series p(x) 
where d’ 
S;dq(x) = d’G,Yq(x) , G@p(x) = d%;p(x) ) 
(2”) is the R[[x]]-linear extension of d (2). 
Let 0 (f?) be the subalgebra of Hom’,(R[[x]], R[[x]]) consisting of all left- 
invariant (right-invariant) operators. 
Define an R-multiplicative operator 
by the formulas TX, = y;, Tyi = xi for i = 1, . . . , n and consider the operator 
8; = T6; : R[[x]]+ R[[x, y]] . 
Then (R[[x]], 8) IS a coalgebra and the left-invariant operators of this coalgebra 
are the right-invariant operators of the original coalgebra (R[[x]], 6). If a 
coalgebra is commutative then 6 = 8 and any left-invariant operator is also 
right-invariant. In this case we shall call R the ring of invariant operators. 
Define operators d,,dw E Hom’,(R[[x]], R[[x]]), w E Z: by the formulae 
Gfdx) = c (41P(x))Y”= c @AYW 
wtr: WE”‘: 
Then d,, = d,, is the identity map. Since 6 is continuous, so are dw and dw For a 
commutative coalgebra we have du = d,. 
Theorem 1.8 (see [15]). (1) di8zq(x) = d&szq(x). 
(2) G;d,q(x) = d;6;cp(x). 
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(3) G&cp(x) = d:G;cp(x). 
(4) d&, = LdWl’ 
Here OJ,O~,W~ EZ’J, q(x) E R[[x]]. 0 
We see that d, E 0, d, E a. 
Notice that in [15] the ring R is a Q-algebra (Q is the field of rational numbers) 
but it is easy to verify the assertions of the theorem in the general case. 
Definition 1.9. The operators d, (2,) are called canonical left-invariant (right- 
invariant) operators of a coalgebra (R[[x]], 6). The operators d,,, and d(,,, where 
(~)=w=(w ,,.. . ,w,~)EZ: and wi=61, are called generators of the coalgebra 
(R[[xll, 6). 
Let (R[[x]]*, A) be the adjoint algebra of the coalgebra (R[[x]], S), where 
R[[x]]” = Homk(R[[x]], R). The dual basis of the algebra R[[x]]* consists of 
elements x, which are defined by the formula 
(X,,, XW’) zz 8;; ) w,,w7 EZ;. 
The augmentation F : R[[x]]+ R, &q(x) = q(O), induces an additive homo- 
morphism 
E, : Hom’,(R[[xll, R[[xll)+ Nxll* 
Theorem 1.10 (see [S]). (1) For any d E R, d E fi the formulae 
d = c &(dx”)d, , d= c E(dXw)du ) 
UJEZ!‘: w&z: 
hold. These sums are jinite since d and d are continuous. 
(2) The restriction of E, to R (fi) induces an algebra isomorphism 
E, : iI+ R[[x]]* (anti isomorphism F, : fi+ R[[x]]*). 
(3) The following formulae hold: 
Corollary 1.11. The operators dw are linearly independent for w E Zt. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.10 we have e(d,x”) = 8: and the corollary follows. 0 
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Remark 1.12. For a homogeneous coalgebra the formulae in assertion (3) of 
Theorem 1.10 takes the form 
dad, = c (+“, y,-Qdw = c b:,,dw 
M=l4+lPI I~I=l~l+lPl 
Remark 1.13. For a strong-continuous coalgebra we have 
dud, = c 
Moreover, for ]wj = Ial + Ip 
From here till the end of 
Q-algebra. 
6;~“> wp)4 = c b:,,d, . 
l~l’l4+lPI 
the bz,p are determined by the homogeneous part. 
this section, we shall suppose that the ring R is a 
We need the following simple result. 
Theorem 1.14 [15]. Every R-linear continuous operator 
L : Nxll+ RNxll 
can be represented in the form 
$“I 
where a,,,(x) tends to zero as IwI tends to infinity. 0 
For a coalgebra (R[[x]], 6) we define formal series r,(x, y), g, (x, y), k(x, y) 
fora=Z:andi=l,...,nbytheformulae 
(1.1) 
r,(x, y> = gab, y)la! , 
wherecu!=a,!.**a,!,(Z)=(Z:)...(Z::),and(:) are binomial coefficients. It is 
clear that g,(x, 0) = g,(O, y) = 0 if /WI 2 1 and g,(x, y) = 0 if ICY] = 1. 
The next two theorems were proved by the author in the one-dimensional case 
[12]. In the multi-dimensional case the proofs are similar and we omit them. 
Theorem 1.15. The generators of a coalgebra have the form 
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where 
Theorem 1.16. The following differential equations hold for a reduced coalgebra 
(R[[xll, 6): 
= ~~~,r,(x~ Y> + C K.,(y>r,-,(x3 Y) 
usw 
forany OJEZ’:, (w(>l. q 
Lemma 1.17 (cf. [4, Lemma 4.51). Let 
be a continuous R-linear homomorphism of coalgebras of dimensions n and k 
respectively. Then for any (Y E Z”, , q(x) E R[[x]], 
d,,,(T(cp(x))) = 2 ( TY", u, > T(dw.,(v(x>)> . 
OJEZ’: 
Let Z!(n) be the set of all infinite vectors LY = (LU,, . . . ) a;, . . .) with non- 
negative integer coordinates such that 15 (Y, 5 n for 15 i 5 N and cq = 0 for 
i > N. The number N is called the norm of LY and we shall write N = ICX 1. 
Let Z:(n) = U Nz, Z:(n) and define a map 
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r 
%-(Ly)=oJ=(w 1,“” w,), w;=cq. 
,=I 
It is clear that ]~(~)I=/cY]. For aEZy(n), WEZ: we put d*=dahl...d,,, 
d” = d;“,‘, . . . d;“;,. 
Definition 1.18. The operators d; E Homk(R[[x]], R[[x]]), are called weakly poly- 
nomial independent if d”, w E Z: are linearly independent for Iw ( = const. The 
operators dj are called polynomial independent if d”, w E Z: are linearly in- 
dependent. 
From here till the end of this section we shall suppose that the ring R is a field 
of characteristic zero. 
Theorem 1.19. Let (R[[x]], 6) b e a strong-continuous coalgebra and suppose that 
(1) its left-invariant generators span a Lie algebra L, i.e. 
ddw - dc,,dcj, = i c$(,) , i,j= 1 , . . . , n ; 
k=l 
(1.2) 
(2) the left-invariant generators of the homogeneous part of the coalgebra are 
weakly polynomial independent. 
Then the left-invariant generators of (R[[x]], S) are polynomial independent and 
the ring fl of left-invariant operators is isomorphic to the universal enveloping 
algebra U(L) of the Lie algebra L. 
Proof. Let e, be the invariant operators of the homogeneous part. Using Remark 
1.12 we get 
ew = eyi,. f. ez, = c A&, , o,yEZ’:, A;ER. 
/YI=/~/ 
The operators e,, 1-y (= const are linearly independent according to Corollary 1.11 
and ew, lo] = const are linearly independent under the conditions of the theorem. 
Moreover, 
and by Remark 1.13 the matrices (b:) and (AL) coincide if IyI = 101. Thus we can 
express d,, by {d”: ]w( z]r]}. C onsequently the linear space generated by 
{d, : 1-y I 5 N} coincides with the linear space generated by {d”: I w( 5 N}. It 
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follows by induction that the d” are linearly independent. We shall prove that 
0 = U(L). Suppose that 
c a,d” = 0 (1.3) 
utE;(n) 
lC?lSN 
in R. From the first condition of the theorem we obtain 
c a,d”= c 
aEiz;(rr) 
wEP,, ( = ae)d” + &,bydY. 
aEEy(n) 
lai5N 1wls!G a(u)=w l+zi;-, 
Thus C,+,=, a, = 0 if 101 = N. Using induction on N and the linear independ- 
ence of the d” we see that (1.3) follows from the relations defining the Lie algebra 
L and the theorem is proved. 0 
Remark. The conditions (1.2) for a coalgebra (R[[x]], S) are equivalent to the 
conditions that the series 6,,x”’ are symmetric in x,y for any w E Zt, 101 = 2. 
Corollary 1.20. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.19 the matrices 
(b~,i)lwl=lol+l=const have rank 1~1, where bz,, = (d(,,y”, y,) and i = 1, . . . , n. 
Proof. The proof follows from Remark 
Theorem 1.21. Under the conditions of 
d;,,,+, Y) = d;:,,u(x, Y) > 
1.13 and Theorem 1.19. 0 
Theorem 1.19 the initial value problems 
(1.4) 
d(;)b,(x) - d(,,W> = c @,(4 
k=l 
i,j=l , . . . 3 n, 
u(0) = 0 ) 
have unique solutions in the power series rings R[[x, y]] and R[[x]], respectively. 
(1.5) 
Proof. The existence of the solution of problem (1.4) was proved in the first part 
of Theorem 1.8. We shall prove the existence of the solution of problem (1.5). 
For this we shall retry the shift of v(x). According to Theorem 1.19 we know 
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6+(x) = c (d,u(x))y" . 
0JE.z’: 
Evaluating the last formula at x = 0 we get 
U(Y) = u(0) + c &(d,G))Y” 
lwl>O 
Thus problem (1.5) has a solution. 
Now we shall prove the uniqueness of the solution of problem (1.4) (for 
problem (1.5) the proof is similar). Let u(x, y) be the solution of (1.4). Then 
where @ii,P is a linear form in U,(X), 1 y ( 5 1 p 1. It follows from Corollary 1.20 that 
the rank of the matrix (by,,),,,=,,,+,,, =,,..., n is equal to ((~1. Consequently this 
matrix has a non-zero (/aI x ]a])- minor and we can express u,(x) in terms of 
&Ax), d~;,~,&): IPI < I+ Th us problem (1.4) has a unique solution and the 
theorem is proved. 0 
Theorem 1.22. Let (R[[x]], S) b e a strong-continuous commutative coalgebra and 
suppose that the generators of this coalgebra are polynomial independent. Then the 
unique solutions {$,(x(x): i = 1,2, . . , n} of the system 
dCl,$,(x) = a,,, , i,i = 1, . . . , n 
$j(O) = O > 
(1.6) 
determines a strong isomorphism from the given coalgebra to the reduced 
coalgebra. 
Proof. The existence and the uniqueness of the solution of problem (1.6) follows 
from Theorem 1.21. The series $;(x), i = 1, . , n determine a strong iso- 
morphism 4 from the given coalgebra with the coalgebra (R[[x]], 8,). From 
Lemma 1.17 we get 
dc,,cp(W) = &d,,,..dxN 3 cp(x> E Wxll . 
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If q(x) = xi we obtain 
(1.7) 
where 
Since $,((x) = xi + O(2) and ai,,., = a,,,, it follows from (1.7) that ai, j,*(x) = 
6 ,,,. Thus the assertion follows from Theorem 1.21. 0 
Now we give some conditions for a coalgebra which guarantee the weak 
polynomial independence of its generators. We need some simple lemmas about 
differential operators. 
Definition 1.23. The integer N is called the or&v of a differential operator 
if there exists cx E Zt with ICX] = N such that the uCY(x) # 0. The operator 
is called the main part of d. 
Remark 1.24. Let {d, E Homk(R[[x]], R[[x]]): i = 1,. . . , n} generate a Lie 
algebra under the commutator product and let these operators be weakly 
polynomial independent. Let A be a non-degenerate (n X n)-matrix. Define 
operators e, (i = 1, . . , n) by the formula 
Then {e,: i = 1, . . . , n} is weakly polynomial independent. 
The proof follows from well-known results of linear algebra. 
Lemma 1.25. Let d, and d, be linearly independent differential operators of finite 
order and suppose that they spun a Lie algebra under the commutator product. 
Then d, and d, are weakly polynomial independent. 
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Proof. Suppose first that d, and d2 have different orders k, > kl. Then the 
operator d’;“dT’ has order k, w, + k2w2. It is clear that the numbers k,w, + k2m2 
are pairwise distinct when lw( = const. Thus the operators d, and d2 are weakly 
polynomial independent. Suppose now that d, and d, have the same order. If the 
main parts of these operators are proportional then there is non-degenerate linear 
transformation that reduces d, and d, to the previous case. 
It remains to consider the case where d, and d, have the same order and 
linearly independent main parts. We consider in the semigroup Z: the standard 
lexicographic order. Let (Y, ,CY~ E Z’, be such that LY, is the largest element of Z’, 
satisfying the condition a, ,~r, (x) f 0, where 
and similarly for I+. If q and (Y* are distinct then the operator d;‘dp has a 
non-zero term 
and the element (Y, w, + qwZ E Z’, is the maximal element with this property. 
When Iw( = const. all elements of the form (Y, w, + qw, are distinct and so in this 
case d, and d2 are weakly polynomial independent. If (Y, = (Y, then either u,,~~ (x) 
and u~.Jx) are weakly polynomial independent (the proof is similar to the proof 
of the lemma) or u,,~,(x) is proportional to a,.Jx). If a,,,,(x) and aZ,Jx) are 
weakly polynomial independent then d, and d2 are weakly polynomial in- 
dependent. If a,,,, (x) is proportional to a7,Jx) then there exists a linear 
transformation that reduces d, and dZ to one of the cases considered above. 0 
2. Multi-dimensional umbra1 calculus 
Let c, E R, c, # 0, w E Zt . Consider the operator 
6.: : R[[xll-+ R[[x, ~11 
defined by the formula 
It is easy to verify that this operator defines a homogeneous commutative 
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coalgebra and that 
We introduce vectors c = (cc,,, . . . , cc,,)). Recall that 
Then 
The one-dimensional case of the next theorem was proved in [6]. In the 
multi-dimensional case the proof is similar and we omit it. Note that some of the 
assertions of the theorem are well known (see [25] for references). 
For vectors x = (x, , . . , xn) and y = ( y , , . , y,,) the notation xy means 
(X,Y,, . . 7 x,,y,). 
Theorem 2.1. Let (R[[x]], S) b e a coalgebra determined by (2.1). Then: 
(1) dw = c;“:, . . ’ c;:‘,d”lc, = c”dwlcW, w E Z’:. 
(2) The generators of the coalgebra are polynomial independent. 
(3) The problems 
1 
d;,,u(x, y) = d{;,u(x, y) , i = 1, . , n . 
N-G 0) = P(X) , 
1 
d,,,W(x)=!P(x), i=l,,.., n, 
F(O) = 1 ) 
i 
d;,,R(x, y) = L(y)R(x, y) , i = 1, . . . , n , 
R(O, Y) = P(Y) > 
have unique solutions u(x, y) = 6 :cp(x), F(x) = c,,z,I c”x“‘ic,, R(x, y) = 
P(Y)WxF(Y)). 
(4) 6; = ‘J’(yd”) = KY,&, . , y,,d;,,,). 
(5) 6: Wxf(t)) = ~(xf(t)WYf(t)). 
(6) If 
P(x, t) = c p,(x) t” = WF(t)) , 
wtz’: 
R(x, t) = C r,(x>t” = g(t)WxF(t)) , 
UEkl: 
where F(t) = (f,(t). . . . , f,(f)>, s(t>,f,(t) f-F Wtll, g(O) fO3 f,(O) = 0, i = 
1,. . , n, and 
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then there exist series 1 /g(t), F(t) = ( f,(t), . . . , f,(t)) such that F(F(t)) = 
&F(t)) = t and 
8; = c rw(x)F(d’)Yg(F(dY)) . 
U.&z!‘; 
In particular, 
P(X) = c r,(x) g;;;!;) P(Y)Jyzy for any p(x) E R[x]. 
ILlEZ~ 
(7) Under the conditions of assertion (6) 
L,r,(x) = P,(X), &P, (xl = r, (xl , Ll,L(X) = rw-&) > 
where L, = 1 l&F(d)), L, = g(F(d)), L,.i = i(d). 
(8) Under the conditions of assertion (6) 
(F(d)“ig(F(d)) , rU(x)) = 8: . 0 
From now on we shall use the usual notations of the umbra1 calculus. Put 
t = (t,, . . ,t,,)=d=(d” (I)’ . . > d;,)). 
The one-dimensional case of the next lemma was proved in [14]. 
Lemma 2.2. For any f(t) E R[[t]], p(x),q(x) E R[x] 
(f(t), p(x)q(x)) 
= (~:f(t)l,=,‘,s=dr>P(X)4(Y)lx=y=,, 
%’ @:f(t>? P(XMY)) . 
Proof. The proof follows from the formulae 
(s;Y, x”y”) 
= c c c, ty-7, x”yp rtry cYcw-Y > 
= c --FL 5% su,rsB,w_r 




C a+rci Cl+p.CJ 
= (t”, xa+@) . 
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Corollary 2.3. For f(t) E R[[t]], p(x) E R[x], and i = 1, . , II, 
td;,)fCt), P(‘)) = (f(‘)Y ‘iP(‘)) 
Definition 2.4. (cf. [l]). A polynomial sequence sW(x), o E Z’: is called a 
Boas-Buck polynomial sequence if its generating function 
qx, t) = c s,(x)P 
UJtr’: 
has the form S(x, t) = g(t)q(xF(t)), where g(t),‘J’(t) E R[[t]], F(t) = 
(f,(t), . . , f,,(t)), f (t>E R[[t]], i = 1,. , ~1, g(O)fO, h(O)=O, i = l,.. . ,n, 
det 2 
i 
f0, F(x) = c c”x”/c<~ , cw E R, cW # 0. 
I UJEL’! 
If 9(x) = exp(x, + . . . + x,,) (c, = w!) then Boas-Buck polynomial sequences are 
called Sheffer sequences. 
Theorem 2.5. Let s,.,(x) (i = 1,2,3) be three Boas-Buck polynomial sequences 
with generating functions 
Then 
where the coefjcients a(cw, /?, w) are defined by the formula 
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We put 
%(g3(t)F3(tY) = c a(% P? w)g,(t)g,(s)F,(t)“F,(s)” . 
IWf’CY+p 
Use assertion (8) of Theorem 2.1 and (2.4) to complete the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
Corollary 2.6. Let s,,,(x) (i = 1,2,3) be three Sheffer polynomial sequences with 
generating functions (1 lg,(F,(t))) exp(xF;(t)). Then (2.3) becomes 
(2.5) 
In particular, if F,(t) = (Cl, . . . , t,,) for i = 1,2,3 then (2.5) becomes 
g3(t + s)(t + SY 
g,(t)&) 
= C a(a, j3, w)t”s’ . 
lWiCCT+p 
Ifs,(t) = 1 for i = 1,2,3 then (2.5) becomes 
F,(F,(t) + F?(s))~ = C a(a, P, w)t”s” . Cl 
IUiSCT+p 
3. Multi-dimensional orthogonal Sheffer polynomials 
Let s,(x), w EZI: be a (formal) orthogonal polynomial sequence, i.e. there 
exists a linear functional L : R[x] + R such that L(s, (x)s,(x)) = 6,.W. Then 
X?,(X) = c CP% (x) . (3.1) 
~w~+lllu~i~wl+l 
In this section we determine all Sheffer sequences satisfying (3.1). The one- 
dimensional case of the next theorem was proved in [14]. 
Theorem 3.1. A Boas-Buck polynomial sequence s,(x) with generating function 
(llg(F(t)))?P(xF(t)) satisfies (3.1) if and only iffor i = 1,2,. . . , n 
&g(t) = g(t) C a,.J(t)” 7 (3.2) 
I<?lSI 
&(g(t)F(t)“) = g(t) c b:,F(t)” , 1~1 2 1 , (3.3) 
~wl-lS~ulSlw~fl 
where a ,,a ,b:, E R. 
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d;,,(gWW”) = s(t) c b:,F(V 3 1~1 2 1 (3.5) 
yta; 
Now the theorem follows from (3.4), (3.5) and assertions (7) and (8) of Theorem 
2.1. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Zf F(t) = (f,(t), . , f,,(t)) satisfies L.(t) = t, + O(2) for i = 
1, . . . , n, then (3.3) becomes 
d;;,( g(t)F(t)“) = g(t)F(t)“-“’ c b,WaF(t)” . (34 
OS/C/S? 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the previous theorem. 0 
In the sequel we shall assume that for all Sheffer polynomials h(t) = ti + O(2), 
for i= 1,. . , n. 
Theorem 3.3. A Sheffer polynomial sequence s,(x) with generating function 
(llg(F(t))) exp(xF(t)) satisfies (3.1) if and only if either (3.7) and (3.8) or (3.7) 
and (3.9) hold: 
$ s(t) = At> C a,., fTt>” 1 
I la/s1 
(3.7) 
$ h(f) = 4.k + c b;.,,J(t)” , (3.8) 
I 15lals2 
G(t) ( 1 ___ =(E+ B(t))-’ ) at, (3.9) 
where i,k = 1, . . . , n. In the last equation E is the identity matrix and B(t) = 
(bik(t)L where bJt) = C l+l_=2 bi,k,atu. 
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Proof. For Sheffer polynomials d,,, = d/at,, i = 1, . . . , y1 and (3.7) follows from 
(3.2). By (3.2) and (3.3) we have 
Using the last formula and (3.7) we obtain (3.8). If we replace t by F(t) in (3.8) 
and use the matrix formula 
we get (3.9). It is easy to verify that (3.6) follows (3.7) and (3.8). 0 
In the one-dimensional case (3.7) and (3.9) become 
s(t)’ = g(t>(% + a, f(t)> > (3.10) 
f(t)’ = l 
1 + b,t + b2t2 ’ 
(3.11) 
These equations can be easily solved and we get the Meixner class of orthogonal 
polynomials [16]. For n = 2, (3.9) becomes 
v-l (t> Gl (t> - - 
at, at, 
i _I $2(t) $2(t) - - at, at, 
i 
1+ b,,(t) bdt) 
=\ b,, (t> 1 + Mt) 
-1 
I 1 = 





b,(t) = b,;t, + b;t, + b,;‘t; + bf:t,t, + b;t; , 
A(t) = det(l + B(t)) = (1 + b,,(t))(l + bdt)) - b,,(t)b,,(t) . 
(3.12) 
Under the conditions 
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a 1 + &z(t) a -b,z(t) - 
dtz A(t) = z A(t) ’ 
a -b,,(t) -A a l+b,,(t) 
at2 A(t) = at, A(t) ’ 
(3.12) has a unique solution fi(t),fi(t) (Th eorem 1.21). Now we shall construct a 
two-dimensional class of orthogonal polynomials using Meixner’s class of ortho- 
gonal polynomials and complex analysis. Let @ and R be the fields of complex and 
of real numbers, respectively, and let u(x,, x2),u(x,, x,) E R[[x,, x2]]. We con- 
sider new variables 
z=x, +ix,, 2=x, -ix,, 
then 
x,=$(2+2), x2= $(2-z). 
Put 
Definition 3.4. A series f(z, 2) is called a complex series if f(z, .F) does not 
depend on t, i.e. if (alaF)f(z, Z) =O. 
Lemma 3.5. A series f(z, 2) is a complex series if and only if the Cauchy- 
Riemann equations hold: 
Moreover. 
f(z)’ = T& f(z, 2) = $ u(x,, x2) + i $ u(x,, x2) 
1 I 
= I& f(z, 2) = -i & f(z, t) = I& u(x,, x1) - i & u(x,, x2) . 
2 2 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 0 
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Theorem 3.6. Let s,(x), n 2 0 be a Meixner orthogonal polynomial sequence with 
generating function g(t) exp(xf(t)). Then a polynomial sequence with generating 
function 
WI3 t2)exp(x,fA td + x,fXt,, td) 
satisfies (3.1). Here 
G(t, 7 t2) = g,(t,, td2 + g2(tI t t,)* = Idt, + it2)12 , 
dt, + it21 = g,(t,, t2) + k(t,, t2) , 
f(t, + it2) = fl(tl, b> + if2(f,, f2) , 
g,(t,, b)~g,(t,, t*), f,(t,7 t2), f2(t,, t2) E wt,, tzll . 
Proof. Let t = t, + it?. Using (3.10) and Lemma 3.5 we get 
; g,(t,, t2) + i $ g2(t,, f2) 
I I 
= g(t)’ = s(t>(a,, + a, f(t)> 
= (g,(t,, t2) +ig,(t,, t2)) 
X ho +&,, + Gb +ia,,,>(f,k, t2) +if2(t,, t2>) 
= g,k, Ua,,.,, + a,,,,f,L t2) - a,.,f&, t2>) 
- ET2(f,) t,)(a,,., + a,,,f,(t,, t2) + a,,,jf2(t,y b>> 
+ k,(t,, Ma,,,, + a,.,f,(t,, t2) + a,.,,f2(t,, t2)) 
+ k,(t,, t,)(a,,,,, + a,,,,f,h t2) - al.,f2(t17 t2)). 
Thus 
4 $ G(t, > t2) 
I 
= g,(t,7 t2> j$ g,(t,, t2) + &(f,, t2> j+ g2(t,, t2) 
I I 
= G(t, 3 t,)h,,,, + a,,of&,, t2) - a,.,f,(t,) t2)) . 
Similarly, 
t Y$- G(t,, t2) 
2 
= - G(t, j ~2)(au,, + a,,,f,(t,, f2) + a,.,,f2(t,, f2>). 
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Thus we see that (3.7) is satisfied for G(t,, t2), f, (t,, tz), andf,(t,, t2). Similarly, it 
easily follows from (3.11) and Lemma 3.5 that (3.8) (or (3.9)) are satisfied for 
fr(t, 7 fd and .fA fd. 0 
Recall that Meixner’s class of polynomial sequences is determined by the 
following generating functions [16, 211: 
(1) exp(ti,t+&+xt), PLI,P*E@; 
(2) (1 _ ~,t)h(l _ “2,,P2(!#A”) )
I 
4. Definition and examples of n-dimensional m-valued formal groups 
Fix a natural number m. In this section we shall suppose that the ring R has no 
m-torsion, i.e. that the canonical homomorphism R+ R@Z[&] is manic. 
Definition 4.1 [ll]. A coalgebra (R[[x]], S) is called an n-dimensional m-valued 
formal group if the comultiplication of this coalgebra can be represented in the 
where 6; : R[[x]] + A is a homomorphism of 
R-algebra and R[[x, y]] is a subalgebra of A. 
(4.1) 
R-algebras, A is a commutative 
Remarks 4.2. (1) When m = 1, Definition 4.1 describes the classical (single- 
valued) formal groups [lo]. 
(2) If n = 1 and $ E R then Definition 4.1 describes one-dimensional m-valued 
formal groups [4, 121. 
(3) Any n-dimensional m-valued formal group is an n-dimensional km-valued 
formal group for any natural k 2 1. 
Definition 4.3. Let (R[[x]], 6,) and (R[[x]], 6,;) be nF- and n,-dimensional mF- 
and m,,-valued formal groups. The direct product of these formal groups is an 
(n, + n,)-dimensional (m,m,)-valued formal group (R[[x, u]], 6,) for which 
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‘H i jxk = ‘,,ixk 3 > 1 ‘H,i,j’l = ‘CT,,‘/ 7 
i=l,.,., mF,j=l ,..., m,, k=l,..., n,,l=l,..., nG. 
It follows from this definition that the generators of the coalgebra (R[[x]], 6,) 
are 
d 
4iJ.F 3 i=l,...,nF, 
(‘).H = d~;-,,~,~; , 1 i=rrF+l,...,n,+n,. 
Now we shall give examples of multi-dimensional multi-valued formal groups. 
Let 
9 : w X R[[t]]+ R[[t]] 
be a continuous R-linear action of a finite group W on the ring of formal power 
series in N variables, t = (t,, , tN). This means: 
(1) (W,W,)cp(t) = w,(wzcp(r)) for all wI,wZ E W 9(t) E Ntll; 
(2) ep(t) = p(t) for all q(l) E R[[t]], where e is the unit of a group W; 
(3) w(rcp(t)) = rw(cp(t)) for all w E W, r E R, q(t) E R[[t]]. 
Let S be a subring of invariants of R[[t]], 1.e. .S = (cp(t) E Wtll; w(dt>) = cp(t), 
w E W}. An action 19 defines a generalized Delsarte translation [15] 
by the formula 
&J(t) = ; $ cp(t + W,(P)) ) 
,=I 
wherep=(p,,..., P,,,), m = (WI is the order of the group W. 
It is clear that the operators 6,, defined by the formula 
are multiplicative. The restriction of 6 to S turns S into a coalgebra. It is easy to 
see that this coalgebra is commutative. Indeed, for q(t) E S we have 
sp,(t) = ; 
1 ZZ- 
m 
+ wi(p)), i=l,. . . ,m, 
If the ring S is a ring of formal power series in n variables, then the coalgebra 
cp(t + Wi(P)) = ; g cpww + PI 
,=I 
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(S, S) is an n-dimensional m-valued formal group. If the action 6 of the group W 
is linear (i.e. is obtained from a linear representation of W) and R is a field, then 
S is a ring of formal series if and only if 6 is generated by reflections (see [3, 231). 
Notice that in [3] reflections in the sense of [23] are called pseudo-reflections. The 
classification of real groups generated by reflections is given in [3] and the 
classification of complex groups generated by reflection in [9]. The case of Weil 
groups is important in topology. Consider this case in detail (see [5]). 
Let G be a compact connected Lie group and let T, W, BG and BT be a 
maximal torus, the Weil group and the classifying spaces of G and T respectively. 
Then H:“(BT) = Z[t,, . . . , tN], where N is the rank of G and H”( ) is integer 
cohomology. Let S be the invariant subring of H”(BT) under the action of W. It 
follows from the classical results of Bore1 [2] that the map 
g* : H”(BG, Q)+ H*(BT, Q) 
induced by the inclusion of the maximal torus is manic. The image of g* is 
isomorphic to S @ Q. Moreover, S @ Q is a polynomial ring. If G is torsion-free 
then this result is true even for integer cohomology. Thus H”(BG, Q) is an 
n-dimensional m-valued formal group. 
If 6 is the canonical representation of the cyclic group Z/m as the group of mth 
roots of unity then we obtain the one-dimensional m-valued cyclic formal group 
[7, 121 for which 
~,x=(%+E,~)~‘, i=l,..., m, 
where &i is a complete set of mth roots of unity. 
We shall show that for the determination of an n-dimensional m-valued formal 
group we need to determine a finite number of formal series from R[[x, y]]. 
Consider operators of the form (4.1). First construct for any p(x) E R[[x]] an 
equation of degree m in R[[x, y]] (see [5]): 
fi(F-G,~(w))=~(-l)‘if,(X.y)I;“‘-’=o. l9,(x,y)=l. (4.2) 
r-1 I =I) 
Lemma 4.4. 0,(x, y) E R[lli!][[x, y]], i = 1, , m. 
Proof. For (4.2) Newton’s formulae are satisfied, 
Pk(% Y) -Pk-,(JL y>q(x, y) + . . . + (-l)“k8&, y) = 0, 
ksm, (4.3) 
where P~(x, y) = Cyl, (~,(P(x))‘. Since the 6, are multiplicative we have 
(6,(p(x))” = ~,((P(x)‘). Thus pA(x, y) = m8(cp(x)k) E R[[x, y]]. Using (4.3) we get 
the desired result. 
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Corollary 4.5. For k > m 
where P, is a polynomial with integer coeficients without linear terms. The form of 
P, depends only on k and m. 
Proof. The proof follows from Newton’s formulae for (4.2). 0 
Lemma 4.6. Let (Y EL’:, (cu(> m. Then 6x” is expressed in the form of a 
polynomial P, in 6x” with integer coefjicients, Iw( 5 m. The polynomial P,, has no 
linear terms, the form of Pu depends on CY, m and n, and does not depend on 6. 
Proof. We substitute in (4.4) the expression p(x) = c:‘=, s,x, (i.e. we use polari- 
zation), and equate coefficients in s”, then we obtain P,. Cl 
This lemma was proved by V.G. Drinfel’d (in the first version of this lemma the 
restrictions on a were weaker). 
Corollary 4.7. An n-dimensional two-valued formal group is strong-continuous. 
Proof. From the conditions 
~4x=o = Y; 3 6x,1 )‘=(, = x; 3 
hx,lr=o = Y,Y, 3 6xfx,)y=()  xixj > 
we have 
6x, = X, + y, + O(2) ) 8x,x, = x,x, + y,y, + O(2) . 
Use Lemma 4.6 to complete the proof. 0 
Remark 4.8. Let (R[[x]], 8) b e an n-dimensional two-valued formal group. 
Consider the equation (4.2) for q(x) E R[[x]]: 
(F- &cp(x))(F - &P(X)) = F’ - 8,(x, y)F + i%(x. y) = 0. 
We can put 
&Ax) = 6,(x, Y)/2 2 $% y)i4 - %7(x, y) . 
Thus we see that the homogeneous part of a two-valued formal group is a 
two-valued formal group. 
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Theorem 4.9. Let (R[[x]], 8) b e an n-dimensional m-valued formal group and let 
($wl 
d,,, = c a,,,(x) ;IVW (i = 1,. . . , n>, 
UJEZ’l 
llrz 
be the generators of this formal group. 
Proof. We introduce formal symbols 
formulae 
G,, = 6,x, -fi(x, Y) 
(we recall that f,(x, y) = 6x,). Then 
Then a,.,,(x) = 0 for IwI > m. 
G,,, i=l,..., m, j=l,..., n by the 
(43) 
where G” = C:“, ny_, G:. Using induction and (4.5) we see that G” E R[[x, y]] 
for all cy E 22:. From (1.1) and (4.5) we obtain that gu(x, y) = &G”. 
Define the operator 8 : R[[x]]-+ R[[x, y]] by the formula 
Then 8 = & C:L, 8,, where &x” = ny=, G;. It is clear that the 6, are multiplica- 
tive operators so for 8 Lemma 4.6 applies. By Theorem 1.15 we have 
Since gCY(x, 0) = 0 for 1 CY > 0, using Lemma 4.6 we see that a,,,(x) = 0 for 
ILY~> m. The theorem is proved. 0 
5. Classification of n-dimensional two-valued commutative homogeneous formal 
groups 
In this section the ring R is a field and the characteristic of R is not equal to 2 
or 3. 
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Consider the direct product of the one-dimensional m-valued formal group and 
the (n - 1)-dimensional additive formal group for which 
au, = u, + vi ) j=l,...,n-1. 
Then 
6,X, = (yq + &,$q’n ) f3,2, = 2, + y, ) (5.1) 
j=2 ,..., n.Herex,=x,,x,=u,~,,j > 1. Let X, = Cr=, A:i,, where the matrix 
A! is invertible. Then X, = cr=, Btx,. In new coordinates 
= 2 (4(x, + Y,>> +
]=I 
A;((= + QE)“’ - X, - j,) 
=xi+yy,+A;((E t &,yg” - x, - 7,) . 
Let A,, . . , A,,, b,, . . , b, be arbitrary elements of R such that 
i A,b, = 1 
i=l 
Put 
6,x, = x, + y, + bi((n + QE)‘~ - X, - 9,) , 




It is easy to verify that formulae (5.3) define an n-dimensional m-valued formal 
group. This formal group we shall call cyclic with parameters A,, . . . , A,,, 
b . . . ) b,. In particular, the formulae (5.1) determine a cyclic formal group with 
p&ametersA,=b,=l,A,=b,=O,i>l. 
It follows from (5.2) that bj # 0 for some i. Let b, # 0. We define a linear 
substitution by the formulae 
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In the new coordinates the original n-dimensional m-valued formal group is 
determined by (5.1). We have proved the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.1. Let (R[[x]], 8) be an n-dimensional m-valued cyclic formal group 
with parameters. Then the n-dimensional m-valued formal group obtained by a 
linear substitution of variables is an n-dimensional m-valued cyclic formal group 
with parameters. Any n-dimensional m-valued cyclic formal group with parameters 
can be obtained from an arbitrary n-dimensional m-valued cyclic formal group 
with parameters. 0 
Let LF(x,, . . . , x,,) and BSF(x,, . . . , x,,, y,, . . . , y,,) be the space of linear 
and bilinear symmetric forms in the variables x = (x,, . , x,,), y = ( y,, . . , y,,) 
over R, respectively. 
Lemma 5.2. Let B,(x, y) E BSF(x, y) for i = 1,2,3 such that 
B,(x, Y)B’(X? Y) = @(x3 Y) (5.5) 
Then either B,(x, y) = 0 or l&(x, y) Z 0 and B,(x, y) = qB,(x, y), a, E R, i = 2,3. 
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction on n. For n = 1 the assertion is 
obvious. Suppose that we proved the lemma for n < k. Consider forms B,(x, y) E 
BSF(x,, . . . ,x,,, y,, . . . , y,,) satisfying (5.5). A suitable non-singular linear sub- 
stitution will transform B,(x, y) into the canonical form B,(x, y) = cF=, A,x,y,. If 
A, = 0 then B,(x, y) E BSF(x?, . . , xk, y2, , yk) and the assertion follows by 
the induction. Let A, # 0. Put 
4(X> Y> = A,(X,Y, + C,(X? Y>> 3 
B,(x, Y> = %(X,Y, + X,1,(Y) + Yll,(X) + C,(x, Y>> 3 
a,ER, q#O, l,(x) ELF(x,, , xx> , 
C,(x, y) EBSF(x,, . . , xk, ~1,. . , YA) 3 i=1,2. 
Then from (5.5) we obtain 
aIa? = A; , I,(x) + 12(x) = 0, I,(x)&) = 0, 
C,(x, y) + C,(x. Y) = 2C,(x, Y) ? C,(x, Y)C,(X? Y) = C,(X> Y)? 
Thus 
1, (x) = l,(x) = 0 , C,(x, Y> = C,(x, y) = qx, y) 
The lemma is proved. 0 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. 
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Theorem 5.3. Any n-dimensional two-valued commutative homogeneous formal 
group is either cyclic with parameters or a single-valued additive formal group. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 it is sufficient to prove that any n-dimensional two-valued 
commutative homogeneous formal group under a linear change of variables is 
either the single-valued additive formal group or the direct product of the 
one-dimensional two-valued formal group and the (n - l)-dimensional single- 
valued additive formal group. 
Let (R[[xll, 8) b e an n-dimensional two-valued commutative homogeneous 
formal group. Then 6 = i(S, + &), where 6, and 6, are homomorphisms from 
R[[x]] to some extension A of R[[x, y]]. Without loss of generality we can assume 
that A is torsion-free as R[[x, y]]-module (if not, we can change A to AITors). 
Put 
P,(x, y) = (6,x; - s2x;)2 , R,,(x, _Y) = (s,x, - s2-x;)(slxj - s2xj) 2 
i,j=l,..., n, i > j. Since P,(x, y), R,,(x, y) are symmetric in 6, ,6, and since 6 is 
homogeneous we see that 
We have P,(x, y)P,(x, y) = R,(x, y)“. By Lemma 5.2 either 
(1) R,j(x, Y) = 0 or 
(2) Ri,(x, Y> f0, ‘j<XT Y) = a,j’;(X> Y)> R,,(x, Y) = Plj’;(X, Y). 
If R,,(x, y) = 0, then either P,(x, y) = 0 or P,(x, y) = 0. Let for example 
P,(x, y) = 0. Then 8,x, = 62xi and thus 6,x, = S2xi = xi + y,. In the second case we 
divide R,(x, y) by S,x, - &x, and obtain 
S,X, - S2Xj = P;j(slx, - ‘2’;) (5.6) 
(the division by 8,x, - &xj is possible: if u E A, (6,x, - S2xj)u = 0, then 
Pj(.x, y)u = (6,~~ - 6,x,)‘u = 0, so u = 0). From (5.6) it follows that 
sl (x, - Pijx! 1 = ‘*Cx, - Pi]‘, > 
Substituting xi - &xi by xi we get 6,x, = &xi. Thus 6,x, = Z$x, = x, + yj. Similarly 
s,x, = s2x, = x, + y, ) 
8,x,_, = szx,_, =x,-1 + yn_l , 
~,,*x,=x,+Y,dE-3~ 
where 5(x, y) = 4P,(x, y), i.e. S(x, y) E BSF(x, , , x,, y, , . . . , y,). 
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Let 
se, Y> = ~X,Y, + &Z(Y) + Y,Q) + Y(-G Y> 7 
where PER, y(x, y)EBSF(x,, . . ,x,-1, Y,,. . . , Y,-i), Z(x)ELF(x,, . . . > 
x,_,). Then 
6x, = (x, + Y,,) > 
6x; = (x, + y,J2 + qx, y) > 
ax: = (x,, + YJ + 3(x, + Y,l)s(x, Y) ) 
6x: = (x,, + Y,,)’ + 6(x,, + y,)*Q, Y> + Sk Y>’ 9 
s;qx, y) = qx, Y) + w, 2) 2 
qy,qx, Y)) = (Y, + =,)(G Y) + 8x, =)I 
+ ax,S(y, 2) + qx)qY, =) 
Thus EjcSXyxi = 3S(y, z)(ax,, + Z(X)) where the symbol = means that the right- 
hand and left-hand expression are equal up to symmetric series. We remark that 
for a commutative coalgebra the associativity of the coproduct is equivalent to the 
condition that 6t6_f(p(x) is symmetric in x,y,z. We have 
Since the last expression is symmetric we come to two cases: 
(1) a = 0, Z(x) = 0, S(x, Y) = Y(X, y); 
(2) Q f0, Y(Y, =) = (I/Q)Z(Y)Z(Z)> S(x, Y) = o(x, + Z(x)/a)(y, + Z(y)Za). 
In the second case we replace x,, + Z(x) la by x,. Then 
4.2xn = *,, + Y,, + v=xl 
By [4] it follows that either (Y = 0 or (Y = 4. These values of (Y determine either the 
n-dimensional single-valued additive formal group or the direct product of the 
(n - I)-dimensional single-valued additive formal group and the one-dimensional 
two-valued cyclic formal group. Now we shall show that in the first case 
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qqx,4 = S(x, y)S(x, 2) 
Since S(x, y) E BSF(x,, . . . , x,, y,, . . . , y,), S(x, y)S(x, z) is symmetric in 
x,y,z if and only if S(x, y) = 0. The theorem is proved. 0 
Corollary 5.4. The generators of an n-dimensional two-valued commutative formal 
group are weakly polynomial independent. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 1.19 and 5.3 and Corollary 4.7. q 
6. Classification of n-dimensional two-valued commutative formal groups 
relative to strong isomorphisms 
In this section R is a field of characteristic zero. 
It follows from Theorem 1.22 and Corollary 5.4 that an n-dimensional two- 
valued commutative formal group is strongly isomorphic to a reduced formal 
group. We shall show that a reduced n-dimensional two-valued commutative 
formal group is homogeneous. 
We fix a reduced n-dimensional two-valued commutative formal group 
(R[[x]], 6). Let d(,,, i = 1,. . . , n be its generators. By Theorem 4.9, 
d,,, = 2 + i 
1 k,l=l 
ai,( & . 
Moreover, in view of the strong continuity (Corollary 4.7), a,,(,)+(,)(O) = 0. 
Lemma 6.1. The following formulae hold: 
rqj,(X, Y> = bGci,(xI Y> , 
r2(;)+2(k)(Xy Y> = rZ(L)(x? y)r2(k)(xj Y> ) 
i,j,k=l,. ..,n, ifk, 
r,(x, Y)=O, if IwI = 1 (mod 2). 
Proof. We have 
c sp’spz8;(xp’xf) 
u,,aZ=O 
= sz (1 - S,Xif(l - SiXi) 
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=4 ’ 1 (1 - s,6,x,)(l - Sj$Xj) + (1 - s,s2x;;(l - sj~2xj) 1 
1 - S$X, - Sj6Xj + S,SjS(X,Xj) 
= 
(1 - 2S,6Xi + sf(2(6xJ2 - LSxf))(l - 2Sj6Xj + S;(2(6xj)2 - 6x?)) . 
Here we used the formula 6,~,6~x, = 2(6~,)~ - 6x2. Thus (see the proof of 
Theorem 4.9) 
Consequently 
&(,)(X1 Y) =&,)(x7 Y> ’ &(,)i2(k)(X~ Y> = &(& Yk2(& Y> ’ 
so 
‘4(,)Cx, Y> = 4'l(j)Cx, Y> 3 %i)+‘(k)(x~ Y> =5(,)(X> Y)5(& Y) . 
Using induction we easily see that g,(x, y) = Y,(x, y) = 0 if ) 01 = 1 (mod 2), and 
the lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 6.2. The following differential equations hold: 
d;,~,.(~)+(,)(x) = d’;,pi.(k)+(l)(x) , i,jM = 1, . . , n . (6.1) 
Proof. To obtain this result, calculate the coefficient of a*/ax, ax, in the identity 
%A, = d&W 0 
Theorem 6.3. A reduced n-dimensional two-valued commutative formal group is 
homogeneous. 
Proof. The homogeneous part of a formal group is a formal group (Remark 4.8). 
Using a linear substitution of variables we can suppose that the homogeneous part 
of our formal group is either the n-dimensional single-valued additive formal 
group or the direct product of the (n - l)-dimensional single-valued additive 
formal group and the one-dimensional two-valued cyclic formal group. Thus the 
generators of the homogeneous part have the form 
d (1) d(,., = Y$ > i>l, 
I 
where either a = 2. or a = 0. Thus 
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a, ifi=j=k=[=l, = 
0, otherwise. (6.2) 
By Theorem 1.16 the following differential equations hold: 
d;,jr4(,)(X7 Y) + a;,z(j)(x)r2(,)(x, Y> 
= d[i)r4(,)(XY Y) + ai,*(j)(Y)r2(j)(x> Y) 3 i,i= 1,. . , n . (6.3) 
*pWw WVA >I v=oJ i > 1 to (6.3), using Lemma 6.1 and (6.2) we get 
Thus u~,~(~)(x) = 0 for i > 1. 
By Theorem 1.16 the following differential equations hold: 
d;i)r*(,)+2(& Y> + ~i,2(,)W2(&~ Y> 
+ ‘i.(j)+(k) Cxjr( j)+(!f)(', Y> + ui,*(k)(x)r*(,)(x, Y> 
= df;)r2(j)+*(k)(XY Y) + ui.*(j)(Y)r2(k)(X~ Y) 
+ U;,(j)+(k)(Y)r(j)+(k)(X, Y) + ui,2(k)(Y)r2(,)(X~ Y) . (6.4) 
Here i, j,k = 1,. . . , II, j# k. Now we apply (Jlay,)( )lY=o, i > 1 to (6.4) and 
obtain 
Thus 'i,(j)+(k)CX) = O f or i > 1. Consequently dci, = d lax,, i > 1. Similarly if a = 0 
then d(,, = a/ax,. Thus in case a = 0 the formal group is the n-dimensional 
two-valued additive formal group (Corollary 5.4 and Theorem 1.21). Now we 
consider the case a = a~~~~,,(O) = 2. It follows from (6.1) that for i > 1 
Thus a ,,ck)+cl)(~) does not depend on xi, i > 1, i.e. 
%.(k)+(t)(x) = a,.(k)+&,) . 
By Theorem 1.16 the following differential equations hold: 
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a 
d;i)r3( j)(', Y) + 2ai,*( j)(‘> z ‘2(j)Cx, Y) 
I 
+ i: 'i,(k)+(j)Cx) & '2(j)(', Y) 
k=l 
kfj 
= di))Ys(j)(X1 Y> + 2ai.*(])(Y> $ r2(j)(xy Y) 
I 




Here i, j,k = 1,. . , II. Applying (dlay,)( )I,=,j to (6.5) where i = j = 1 and using 
Lemma 6.2 we get 
2a 1.*(1)(44’:(,)(4 = 2a,.,(*,(x)aj~l(,,(O) . 
Since a 1,2c1)(x) f 0, we see that a~~~,,,(~> = ~!!3,,,(0> and thus a,.,(,)(x) =2x,. 
By Theorem 1.16 the following differential equations hold: 
d”. 
(r)r2(j)+(k)(X, Y> + 2a,,2(k)(x) $ y2(j)(x, Y> 
k 
+ 2a r,Z(j)CX) $ r(j)+(k)(X, Y> 
I 
+ ‘f.(,)+(k) (‘)(& ‘2(j)(xj Y> + & '(j)+(k)cX, Y)) 
+ c 
1fj.k 
ai,(k)+(,)(x) & r2(,)(X, Y> 
(6.6) 
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Here i, j,k,l= 1,. . . , II, j # k. Applying (alay,)( )IYzO to (6.5) and (6.6), where 
i=k=l, we get 
a,,(,)+(j)(x)aj’l(,)(O) = 0 > 
2a 1,2(l)(x)al~~(,)(x) + ul.(l)+(,)(x)alt:l)+o(X) 
= 2a(,1~(,,(0)a,.*(,,(x). 
Thus a I,(*)+(j)Cx) =Oj ul,2(j)(x) = aI!Z!(j)(o)xl =O' 
By Theorem 1.16 the following differential equations hold: 
1,2(i)(‘) 
a 
aX_ '(j)+(k)Cx, Y> 
I 
+ 2%2(,,(4 -& r(i)+(k)@, Y> + %*(k)(x) j$ r(i)+(,)k Y> 
k 
+ a,,(;)+(,)(x)(; '(i +(k)@, Y) + 6 r(j)+(k)(X, u,) 
I 
+ at.(i)+(k)(x)( $ ‘(t +(,)Cxy Y) + & r(j)+(k)(X, Y)) 
1 
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+ a,.(,)+(r)(Y) ; r(;)+(k)k Y)) . (6.7) 
Here i,j,k,l,t=l,. . ,n, i # j# k. Applying (alay,)( )IYEo to (6.7), where 
i=l=l, we get 
2a 1.2(l)(x)ajt:j)+(k)(X) = 2a(,~:(,,(0)a,.(j,+(k)(X) . 
Thus 
a l.(j)+(k)(x) = ‘lt:j)+(k) (0)x, =O, j#k, j>l, k>l. 
Consequently, in case a = 2, the generators have the form 
d(,, = j$ + ax, $ 2 d(i) = & ) i>l, 
I 1 I 
and determine the n-dimensional two-valued cyclic formal group with parameters 
A, = b, = 1, A, = bi = 0, i > 1. The theorem is proved. 0 
As a consequence of this theorem we get the following result: 
Theorem 6.4. Any n-dimensional two-valued commutative formal group is strong- 
ly isomorphic to its homogeneous part. The isomorphism is determined by series 
I/J,(X), i = 1,. . . , n which are unique solutions of the initial value problems 
d(,,lC;(X)=a,,j, i=l,...,n, 
v+(O) =0 . 
Here the d(;, are the generators of the original formal group. 0 
7. Commutativity theorem for one-dimensional two-valued formal groups 
In this section 
one-dimensional. 
R is a field of characteristic zero and all coalgebras are 
Lemma 7.1. Let b;(x) E R[[x]], i = 1,2. Moreover, suppose that 
b,(x)b;(x) = b;(x)b,(x) . 
Then either 6, (x) = 0 or b,(x) = 0 or b,(x) = cb?(x), c E R, c # 0. 
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Proof. We suppose that b,(x)#O, i =1,2. Let Ilb,(x)\\ 5 \\b2(x)jl. Then the 
expression 
is a formal series. By the conditions of the lemma it follows that (b,(x)/ 
b2(x))’ = 0. Thus b,(x) = cb,(x), c E R, c # 0. 0 
Lemma 7.2. Let b,(x) E R[[x]], i = 1,2. Moreover, suppose that 
b,(x)b;(x) = kb;(x)b,(x) , b,(O) = 1 , 
where k is a positive integer. Then either b?(x) = 0 or b2(x) = cb, (x)~, c E R, c # 0. 
Proof. This lemma is reduced to the previous one by using the substitution 
b,(x) = (b,(x))“k. 0 
Theorem 7.3. Any one-dimensional two-valued formal group over a field of 
characteristic zero is commutative. 
Proof. Let d,,d, be generators of a two-valued formal group. We shall show that 
d, = d,. By Theorem 4.9 and Corollary 4.7 we see that 
d, = a(x) 2 + b(x) $ , 2, = i(x) g + b(x) $ ) 
a(0) = G(O) = 1, b(0) = b(0) =O. By assertion (4) of Theorem 1.8 we have 
d,d, = d,d,. From this we have 
d,C(x) = d,a(x) , 
d,b(x) + 2b(x)C(x)’ = d,b(x) + 26(x)a(x)’ , 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
b(x)b(x)’ = b(x)b(x)’ , (7.3) 
Applying Lemma 7.1 to (7.3) we see that there are three cases: (1) b(x) = 0; (2) 
b(x) = 0; (3) b(x) = c&x), c E R, c # 0. 
Consider the first case (the second case is similar). We substitute b(x) = 0 in 
(7.2) and obtain 
a(x)b(x)’ = 2a(x)‘b(x) 
By Lemma 7.2 either b(x) = 0, or b(x) = ca(x)*, c # 0. The last equation is 
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impossible in view of the conditions b(0) = 0, a(O) = 1. If b(x) = 0 then by (7.1) 
we get 
a(x)G(x)’ = u(x)‘ii(x) . 
By Lemma 7.1, using the conditions Z(O) = a(0) = 1, we obtain a(x) = G(x). Thus 
d, = d,. 
In the third case we substitute b(x) = cb(x) in (7.2) and obtain 
@)6(x) + b(x)b(x)” + 2@)‘b(x) 
= G(x)b(x)’ + 6(+?(x)” + 2a(x)‘b(x) ) 
or 
@)6(x)’ + 22(x)‘@) = Z(x)&)’ + 2a(x)‘b(x) 
Thus 
(u(x) - ca(x))b(x)’ = 2(u(n) - cti(x))‘b(x) . 
Using Lemma 7.2 and the condition b(x) # 0 we come to two cases: (a) 
u(x) = Cti((x); (p) b(x) = h(u(x) - ca(x))*, A E R, A # 0. 
In the (cx)-case the conditions Z(0) = u(O) = 1 imply c = 1. Thus again d, = d,. 
In the (/?)-case the conditions a(O) = u(O) = 1, b(0) = 0 imply c = 1, i.e. 
b(x) = b(x) = A(u(x) - ii(x))* .
Then (7.1) becomes 
a(x)ii(x)’ - i(x)‘ci(x) = A(u(x) - G(x))‘(u(x)” - G(x)“). 
Let 
(7.4) 
a(x) = 1 + a(x) + u,x” + o(n) ) l-2 2 1 , 
ii(x) = 1+ Q!(X) + a,$ + o(n) ) n 2 1 ) 
Equating coefficients of x”~’ in (7.4) we get n(a,, - i,,) = 0. Using induction we 
obtain u(x) = i(x). Consequently d, = d,. 
By assertion (1) of Theorem 1.8 the initial value problem 
d;u(x, y) = d:u(x, y) , 
u(x, 0) = dx> 7 
(7.5) 
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has a solution U(X, y) = ~,cJJ(x). We shall show that this solution is unique. It is 
sufficient to show that cxk # 0, k 2 0, where d,xk = akxkm + O(k). But the CQ are 
determined by the homogeneous part of the two-valued formal group. It is easy to 
see that the homogeneous part of a two-valued formal group is commutative. It 
follows from [4] that (Ye # 0, k 2 0 for any homogeneous two-valued formal group. 
By the uniqueness of the solution of (7.5) the commutativity of the original 
formal group now follows. 0 
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